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HAPPY EASTER FROM S & J SYNERGY  

. 

HOW TO RECYCLE EGG – CELLENTLY THIS EASTER! 

 

 

INDOOR RECYCLING BINS 

The average chocolate egg is protected by a foil shell. A 
plastic mould and then a cardboard box. That’s quite a bit of 
material! We’ve eaten chocolate for breakfast, lunch and 
dinner, but have you thought about what to do with the 
packaging? 

Cardboard: remove any plastic windows, fold down and 
recycle with paper and card.  

The plastic shell that comes with bigger Easter eggs is 
usually PET1 (the same type of plastic that drinks bottles are 
made of). Look for the symbol and if your local authority 
accepts plastic bottles then add this to your recycling pile.  

Foil is widely recyclable so munch, scrunch and recycle! 

 Please contact our office on (01482) 221217 for more information on any of the above. 

The best way to get on top of recycling is Indoor Recycling Bins, this helps to easily segregate waste from 

the very start! 

S & J Synergy can help with this by supplying you Indoor Recycling Bins dependant on your business, we 

understand all business’ produce different waste streams, so we will work with you to identify this and supply 

as required 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-   Height 400mm 
- Width 340mm 
- Depth 210mm 

 

 

 

S & J Synergy – Recycling Superheroes CIC 

We would like to take this opportunity to remind you of our non-profit charity Recycle Superheroes CIC.  All 

funds raised will be split between three very worthy cause; KIDS, The Queens Centre and Dementia 

Friendly East Riding.  

Would you like to be a Superhero?  If any company has anything to donate, please get in touch to make a 

donation, please contact us either on our Linkedin profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/recycling-

superheroes-330bb9200/ or our Facebook Page. @RecyclingSuperheroesCIC 

The Queen’s Centre is located at Castle Hill Hospital in Cottingham. The centre is a state-of-the-art facility 

that is primarily for cancer patients from across the region. It is also home to services such as Immunology 

and Allergy, Haemophilia and Lymphoedema 

Dementia Friendly East Riding launched as a community charity in March 2017. We aim to give residents 

of the East Riding of Yorkshire a greater awareness of dementia and help businesses and other 

organisations to make small changes to understand the needs of people living with dementia. 

KIDS are a pan disability charity. We provide specialist support services to disabled children (from birth to 

25 years) and their families, in local communities across England: this includes over 1100 families in the 

Hull and East Riding of Yorkshire area.  

 

 ‘Marathon Des Sables’ 

 Recycling Superheroes CIC have recently 

donated to one of our Customers, VPI. 

Matthew from VPI, is taking part in a marathon 

‘Marathon Des Sables’ across the Sahara desert 

very soon and all proceeds are going to the charity 

When You Wish upon A Star a cause which 

supports sick children by making their dreams 

come a reality! 

 

 

VIST OUR PAGE’S FOR MORE INFO! 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/recycling-

superheroes-330bb9200/ or our 

Facebook Page. 

@RecyclingSuperheroesCIC 

 

Random Recycling Facts of the Month! 

 Recycling a single aluminium can save enough energy to power a TV for up to three hours! 

 

 Just by recycling 1 plastic bottle, it can save enough energy to power a lightbulb for three 

or more hours 

 

 

April Price Increase 
In regards to the April Price Increase of 2022, S & J 

Synergy have really tried to keep the increase of 

costs to the possible minimum. 

Although, the increase has now come into effect,  

S & J are behind the scenes working hard to look into 

our customer’s waste streams and working with our 

customers to ensure the waste streams are being 

disposed of in the best possible way, resulting in our 

customers receiving the best and most cost effective 

service. 

We are grateful for all of our customer’s continuous 

business and support!  
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